Some people here know fully and by heart the notion of the word 'Respect', while others don't. This message has the sole purpose of explaining the word Respect and what it means to us as Satanists.

Like any other word, the meaning needs to be understood again when one is a Satanist, as Respect from, between and for a Satanist means a whole different thing than what it meant before one realized the Truth.

No different than the word "love", the word "respect" has been severely bastardized as well.

Xian type of respect is naturally repulsive.

We are taught for a very young age to respect someone, just to 'respect' them, for no reason whatsoever. This person most of the time did nothing for us and in many cases, we may even have been abused by this person. We are taught like the jewish 10 commandments, to respect our family for instance. This might be especially True when our family is great and beautiful and it has nothing to do with some kike commandments, it has to do with the fundamental principle of civilization. But there are other cases where people are getting abused and they are basically told to be respectful, meaning actually to be enslaved under some subservient or abusive being, which is entirely xian and kike in its nature. We were taught to respect Mr. Pedo xtian preacher for his position in the hierarchy of kid rapist institution that has been plaguing humanity for centuries, we are taught to respect Mr. Goldberg Chain XXX because they have money in the capitalist rat wheel and we unfortunately have been running so long for the time being, but not for long. We are taught to respect the jews because of some holohoax that never even happened, we are taught to respect our neighbour who may in his free time beat up our dog for making noise and the endless list goes on. We are taught to 'respect' random people and basically respect means "shut the fuck up", as these people know better, or that you need to suppress yourself and degrade yourself in their presence and so forth. Respect becomes meaningless, dangerous, fake, a form of suppression.

"Respect" starts to rhyme with enslaved. In this world of base chakra consciousness, individuals who are worth nothing and are doing nothing for the cosmos, the planet and the greater good, the community, ask for respect and honors and blind submission. This for sure causes any double-digit IQ person to react to these people, though many succumb. For those who do not succumb and search for a reaction, the jews have created anarchy and many other programs that pose as a solution, like living without a leader in a hut and praying to the jewish zombie for salvation and so forth. Even a fly can understand that these people serve nowhere and do nothing but try to fill their endless egopathic loop of attention-whoring, on either end.
Respect becomes actually "being a good slave" and "Shutting your mouth up when someone talks" or anything in this regard.

This creates a backlash and people as the jews know, start to disrespect everyone, question everyone, go against everyone and many times even go against their own interest, mistake the behaviors of others as attempts to gain respect and so forth. This is all completely understandable. The problem is, as people banish the above type of respect, people also banish the term all together, opening themselves up to be disrespectful and completely forgetting the term itself or its meaning. People become leader-less drones, nobody listens to anyone and nobody is worth listening even to themselves, as people are locked down on a very low level of consciousness in which few know what is what, who is who, and even fewer know their best interest. This sets the people for failure, loneliness and all kinds of neurotic behavior. We have observed this in the groups lately with numerous cases. They actually start to become what they stopped 'respecting' in the first place and all this in the end emphasizes communism, as the jews actually have paved the way to their own 'rebellion'; rarely their rebellion leads somewhere like the lucky very intelligent people who became Satanists and opened their eyes.

Respect in the xian mindset and reality is nothing more than respecting material goods, respecting vanity, respecting emptiness.

The enemy is notorious of bastardizing fundamental principles of civilization, like money, like love, like wealth, like partnerships, like family and so forth, like GOD and RELIGION and other things.

In Satanism, words like respect, faith, friendship, adoration, obedience; all these words mean exalted things. The enemy is against anything divine and exalted. They try to destroy things from the inside and out.

In Satanism, what does Respect mean?

Exalted things. First of all, the True Satanic Leadership and the True Satanists, as those who have treaded far in the path know, a Spiritual Satanist after a point has to sacrifice their own personal low level of vanity and achieve a new Ego and a new state of consciousness, in which he thinks more as a God and less as a man. In other words, mortality, fears that come with it, the need to do everything now, the need to make everyone obey you like a chimpanzee (no offense to chimps, they are actually very emotional and intelligent creatures), or even worse false desires like needless respect, fear, whatever- spawns of a diseased mind- give place to a new consciousness. In Satanism, I respect my fellow brother means I forgive, I understand, I try to understand, I fight for the greater good and the greater purpose. No matter what may happen between me and them, in the battle we will be together and forget everything that happened earlier. I place myself second of off the greater good [Which is the True Notion of Sacrificing one's self], I place everything that has to do with mini-"big" me behind for the time being and I aim for the time being, for the greater good and acts of Satan.

Failure to understand the above means one needs to progress further in meditation.
I respect the elder Satanist in terms of Soul and wisdom, no matter if I like everything about him or not. I respect the other Satanist who has been struggling for years against the Jewish beast, no matter if I agree with all his behaviors or not. That does NOT MEAN VICTIMIZATION OR THAT I GIVE THEM A FREE PASS TO FUCK ME OVER or that I tolerate injustice from them or that I become a victim, it means I respect their position and they respect mine, as we both understand the Divine order of the cosmos and Satan. It just means in the sight of nowadays major problems and enemy destruction we must do; we must focus there and stop trying to cause strife. Most of the time, never good SS do this to one another if there is no enemy involved. It is said in their shitty bible, that Satan should be divided. In our legitimate and right ranks and with our right people there are no divisions, but we do not include the bad apples. Retarded idiots who want to harass, cause strife and destroy us have failed for too long. Its fun they still try, but they have nothing more to do as the enemy only gave them empty lives and empty promises, devoid of even the ability to dream.

I respect my fellow brother who is a great farmer, I respect my fellow Brother who from another Gentile Race is trying to further Satan’s ends so we can all live in peace, I respect the Satanist who has devoted his/her life making artwork for Satan, I respect the Satanist who has devoted his life in teaching me and helping me evolve, saving me hundreds of hours or even lifetimes from struggle in the sea of eternal knowledge (and in this age, huge quantity enemy misinfo). I respect the one greater than me, the less seemingly greater than me, the stronger than me, the weaker than me. In Truth, we are all in this and nobody is left behind. That’s the reality of National Socialism and the Satanic New World Order of Satan.

Satanism is also like military training. Whether you like it or not, you will have to obey to those upwards in the ladder, but this is nothing like the traditional obedience. A paradigm would be the real-life military, even if you are an ordinary soldier your commander suffers from your loss greatly, so you suffer from them. In many cases, the "ordinary" Soldier is nothing less than a supremely heroic being in act and deed, a true Hero. Another paradigm would be this: A God, let’s say Amon-Ra, helped the Egyptians shape their civilization. Listening to His advice was not the type of obedience we know today, it’s the sensible type of obedience when we know a being that is all right and in God Status is giving us advice to better ourselves.

Since we are all striving for the Magnum Opus and to become as the Gods, we need to start massively understanding how the Gods work with one another. Beings that are self-powerful and self-aware have few things to argue about, as Plato said, JUSTICE IS WHEN EVERYONE DOES WHAT THEY WERE BORN TO DO. Now in this quote, one can realize what he meant. We all come here with a predisposition. By Serving this predisposition and working on our karmic nature, we are able to surpass fate and become greater, all this with the help of Satan.

The True Clergy of Satan is people who devote themselves for you, your own interests and Satan’s Agenda. This is to be reminded. The True Warriors of Satan is people who devote themselves in fighting and getting the heat on their back for Humanity. The people of Satan are those who are getting the heat of opening their eyes and take the spells and confusions from the major populace and help Humanity evolve once again. Everyone does their purpose and they deserve respect. When one treads down the path, they will readily see what I mean here, by their own heart.
Satanism starts at the heart, not at the mind. Then both go together.

With all the above being said, I suppose now the notion of Respect will be understood more.

There will be a book incoming, in which many many more things will be written on about and definitely in a more clear and simplified way so we can all relate to and understand them.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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